
ELON MUSK FAILURES PROMPT BIG LAYOFFS AT TESLA,
SPACEX ETC. AS MUSK EMPIRE CRUMBLES FROM CORRUPTION

Musk's smoke and mirrors self-aggrandizing scandals are falling
down the pit of deceptions that he has crafted around himself!

Elon Musk announces Tesla layoffs, warns about weak Q4
profits ...

4 hours ago ... Tesla is cutting its workforce by about 7 percent,
CEO Elon Musk announced in a Friday morning email to
employees. Musk said that the cuts ...
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Tesla will lay off about 9% of its employees - Business ...

Tesla will lay off 9% of its employees beginning this week, CEO
Elon Musk said on Tuesday. The layoffs will not affect production-
line workers as the company ramps up Model 3 production.
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https://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-[...]ayoff-up-to-9-of-its-
employees-2018-6/

CEO Elon Musk announces layoffs at Tesla - The Washington
Post

Tesla announced Tuesday it plans to lay off as much as 9 percent
of its workforce, a move that could eliminate thousands of the
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electric car maker's roughly 40,000 employees.
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Tesla is slashing its workforce by 7% - CNN - CNN.com

4 hours ago ... CEO Elon Musk told workers about the job cuts
Friday in a letter that Tesla posted online. The company will only
retain the most critical temps ...
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musk/index.html

Tesla layoffs: Elon Musk says job cuts required to fuel ...

01/08/2018 · DETROIT - Electric carmaker Tesla is laying off about
3,600 white-collar workers as it slashes costs in an effort to
become profitable. CEO Elon …
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Tesla stock falls as layoffs, profit comment ignite demand
fears ...

2 hours ago ... News of layoffs and a smaller fourth-quarter
profit stoke fears about growth and demand at Tesla Inc.
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More cars, fewer workers in Tesla's latest layoffs - Green Car
Reports

5 hours ago ... Tesla, it seems, is not out of the woods yet,
despite selling almost 250000 electric cars last year. Even as the
company continues to try to ramp ...
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Tesla is firing SolarCity employees across US: report ...

Tesla has fired SolarCity employees at offices in Nevada, Arizona,
and Utah, according to a CNBC report. The firings are part of a
spate of company-wide terminations that Tesla said were related
...
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Tesla to layoff 7% of its workforce [Video] - Yahoo Finance

vor 1 Stunde - 5 Min.Tesla stock falls as Musk announces
company layoffs. Yahoo Finance Julie Hyman, Adam ...
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4 Takeaways From Tesla Firing Hundreds Of People - Forbes

16/10/2017 · Multiple news sources, starting with the San Jose
Mercury News, have reported that Tesla fired hundreds of
workers (ranging from 400 to 700) last week.
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Tesla shares sink after layoffs, earnings warning - Video -
BNN

vor 3 StundenShares of Tesla are under pressure Friday after big
layoffs were announced and the company ...
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